I. CHARGE DENSITY WAVES OF DOPED HOLES
Charge density waves (CDWs) in high-transition-temperature superconductors were first discovered indirectly by neutron diffraction in La 1.6−x N d 0.4 Sr x CuO 4 and later confirmed with X-ray diffraction.
1-4 They were subsequently observed indirectly by hard X-ray diffraction or directly by resonant soft X-ray scattering in the isostructural ('214') compounds La 2−x Ae x CuO 4 (Ae = Sr, Ba) and La 1.8−x Eu 0.2 Sr x CuO 4 . [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] In those materials the CDWs are frequently accompanied by magnetic dipole waves (MDWs), also called spin density waves (SDWs), observed by neutron scattering. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] The combined occurrence of both density waves, called stripes, 34 characterizes a region in the x-T phase diagram, shown in 
with a wave-kind factor w c = 2 or w m = 1 and a stripe-orientation factor Ω + = √ 2 for
x > x 6 ≡ 2/6 2 0.056 when stripes are parallel to the a or b axis, but Ω − = 1 for x < x 6 when stripes are diagonal (see The derivation of Eq. (1) is based on a partition of the CuO 2 plane by pairs of doped holes, incorporating the observed stripe orientation, here in tetragonal approximation, a 0 = b 0 .
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As is well-known, the periodicity of atomic positions in a crystal gives rise to diffraction of waves-be it light waves of X-ray photons caused by scattering off the atoms' electrons, be it matter waves of neutrons caused by scattering off the atoms' magnetic moments, or matter waves of the crystals' valence electrons caused by scattering off the charged ion cores-all subject to the Bragg reflection condition. A periodic structure, each density wave (Eu-LSCO) also gives rise to a corresponding diffraction. For hard X-rays the CDW diffraction manifests itself indirectly by very weak satellite peaks in the diffraction pattern from lattice diffraction. 34 Likewise, for neutrons the MDW diffraction gives rise to magnetic satellite peaks. 34 Resonant scattering of soft X-ray photons, say near the Cu-L 3 absorption edge The sensitivity of detection of CDWs by hard X-ray diffraction or resonant soft X-ray scattering, as well as of MDWs by neutron scattering, differs in several respects. In the parallel regime, x > x 6 , the temperature profiles beneath which CDWs and MDWs are detected are dome-like with maxima at Fig. 1a ). In the diagonal regime, x < x 6 , only MDWs have been observed, 
II. FERMI ARC
Electrons in a crystal occupy quantum states according to their momentum, p =hk, with energy (k). In a metal at T = 0, the occupied quantum states of the common highest ground-state energyˆ establish a Fermi surface, F =ˆ , in momentum space. Contrarily, in an insulator whereˆ < F , the Fermi surface remains unoccupied. Here the term "surface" is understood in a generalized sense: It is a genuine surface in 3D (spherical for free electrons), but a circumference in 2D (circular for free charge carriers) if metallicity exists only in isolated planes of the crystal. When the influence of the periodic crystal lattice is taken into account, the momentum space (or "k-space," k = p/h) that houses the quantum states is divided into Brillouin zones (BZs) by the reciprocal lattice. Because of Bragg reflection of electron waves at BZ boundaries, quantum states in the second (or higher) extended BZ can be backfolded into the first BZ (called "reduced BZ scheme"). In the ensuing treatment of the CuO 2 planes we consider only the in-plane components of their quantum state, k a and k b .
Also, since the following discussion involves incommensurabilities (reciprocal wavelengths), it is more convenient to address quantum states in reciprocal space, or "q-space," q ≡ k/2π, rather than in k-space. ) withq = 0.215 ± 0.005 r.l.u. [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] The simultaneous occurrence of both metallic and insulating quantum states gives rise to a partial energy gap in the BZ, called "pseudogap" (see Fig. 2b ).
39,55,56
With increased doping the region of metallic states on the Fermi surface (being a curve in 2D) widens aboutQ, leaving a "Fermi arc" that bilaterally extends fromQ out to the arc tipsQ (see Fig. 2a ). [52] [53] [54] Quantum states along the remaining part of the underlying Fermi surface-fromQ to the boundary of the BZ-are separated by the pseudogap∆(q, x)
depending on q-space position and doping. It opens atQ, where∆(q, x) ≡ 0, and widens in an approximate square-root progression to a doping-dependent value∆(0.5, x) ≡ ∆ * (x) at the boundary of the BZ (see Fig. 2b ).
As was noticed early on, at temperatures T > 0 the length of the Fermi arc qualitatively increases with doping x. 52 For a quantitative assessment it is proposed here that the positionsQ where the Fermi arc terminates-and the pseudogap opens-are determined by the incommensurability of the CDW, expressed, for x > x 6 , by the condition for one of the lateral coordinates, say q = q a ,q
Thereby the CDW incommensurability, δ c (x) =q(x) −q, provides a rough measure for the length of (each wing of) the Fermi arc for a given doping level x and at T = 0. As δ c (x) of Eq.
(1) is derived in tetragonal approximation, a 0 = b 0 , this approximation will be maintained.
Experiments have shown that CDWs are unidirectional in domains of the CuO 2 planes of LACO and Ln-LSCO (Ln = Nd, Eu) single crystals. 34 For doping x > x 6 , they are oriented along either the crystalline a or b direction in respective a-domains and b-domains. ), closing the pseudogap (see Fig. 4 below) . This is the case at the doping level x * 0 = 0.182 ± 0.005 for LACO but at x * 0 = 0.235 ± 0.005 for Ln-LSCO. With further increase of doping the Fermi arc keeps straightening and warping oppositely until it becomes centered at the origin of the BZ, Γ = (0, 0) (electron-like).
Due to less relaxation of curvature in Ln-LSCO the Fermi arc intercepts, at doping level x, the boundary of the first BZ slightly away from (i. e., before) the M points and extends into the second BZ up to its termination by the Bragg-reflection mirror atq > 0.5 (see Fig. 3a ).
Not only are the Fermi-arc segments in the second BZ terminated atQ by Bragg-reflection mirrors, they are also, due to lattice Bragg reflection, pinched off at q = 0.5 by the boundary of the lattice BZ-and thus isolated-from the main part of the Fermi arc in the first BZ. If the CDWs are strong enough in intensity, then it is conceivable that the pinched-off Fermiarc segments in the corresponding parts of the other quadrants reconfigurate and join each other to form small rings-"Fermi ringlets" would be a good expression-in the second BZ.
The Fermi ringlets would be "electron-like" as they are centered at the origin of the BZ, Γ.
Such Fermi ringlets may correspond to "electron pockets" in the Fermi surface accounting for for quantum oscillation in electron-doped lanthanide cuprates, Ln 2−x Ce x CuO 4 (Ln = 
This is the case at a doping level
obtained by combining Eqs. 
To this end we model the pseudogap energy function, at T = 0, by a square-root dependence on one of the planar coordinates, q,
where D is a constant amplitude. The value of the pseudogap at the BZ boundary is
At temperature T > 0, closure of the pseudogap is provided by thermal energy,
with k B being the Boltzmann constant and γ = 0.465 a scale factor. 55, 57, 58 Combining Eqs.
(4) to (7) gives the pseudogap temperature,
Here the coefficient of the inner square root is c 
52-54
Experimental T * (x) data depend, through the pseudogap amplitude D in Eq. (5), on the probe and its sensitivity to detect the pseudogap phase. 39, [55] [56] [57] [58] [72] [73] [74] In early measurements with ARPES, resistivity, Hall coefficient, susceptibility or heat capacity as probes, the pseudogap temperature extends from T * (0.05) ≈ 700 K diagonally across the phase diagram toward a linear extrapolation ( X) at x * 0 X = 0.24 ± 0.01 and T = 0. 39, 55, 73 More recent measurements with such probes, but higher sensitivity, give pseudogap temperatures that taper across the phase diagram from T * (0.05) ≈ 300 K to the same linear extrapolation ( X) at x * 0 X = 0.24 ± 0.01. 57, 58, 72 The dashed T * (x) line in Fig. 1a is based on these newer data.
Correspondingly the coefficient of proportionality, C, of the outer square root in Eq. (8) curve at low T (see Fig. 3b ) the value x * 0 = 0.182 from Eq. (4) is in very good agreement with x * 0 = 0.185 ± 0.005 from resistivity and Hall coefficient experiments on LSCO. 66, 78, 82, 83 Experimental data of the pseudogap temperature level off sharply in the doping range of diagonal stripes, x 10 < x < x 6 , to a value T * (x) T * (x 6 ) as indicated by the horizontal hatched line in Fig. 3b . 72 Interpreted in the spirit of Eq. (8) The value of x * 0 = 0.235 for isostructural Ln-LSCO (Ln = Nd, Eu)-also of the same doping dependence of incommensurability δ c,m (x) and the same position of Fermi dotQ-is surprising at first glance. 75 In other words, the EDC evolution of Nd-LSCO in that doping range lags behind that of x-doped LSCO by ∆x ≈ 0.05.
V. STRANGE METAL
When the Fermi arc reaches the M points in q-space, the pseudogap closes, causing the formation of a contiguous Fermi surface across the entire BZ. The compound then is fully metallic with an observed jump in itinerant hole density to 1 + p from previously p = x.
81,82
The additionally liberated holes-one hole per unit cell-don't participate in the CDW, only the doped (excess) holes do. Although fully metallic, this phase is not a Fermi liquid, hence The resistivity of a Fermi-liquid metal is proportional to the square of the temperature, ρ ∝ T 2 , as a result of charge carrier-carrier scattering which necessitates umklapp processes.
88
An umklapp process is the back-reflection of the vector sum of two charge carriers' momentum in a collision (here, divided by h), q 3 = q 1 + q 2 , from the second BZ into the first by subtraction of a reciprocal lattice constant, q 3 = q 3 − q 0 . The observed "strange-metal"
phase that commences beyond the pseudogap phase is characterized by a linear temperature dependence of the resistivity, ρ ∝ T , resulting from mere charge carrier-phonon scattering.
Why is carrier-carrier scattering missing? When the CDW Bragg-reflection mirrors extend to or beyond the boundary of the BZ, conflicting Bragg conditions hold: both a reflection by ∆q = q 0 = ±1 (r.l.u.) to the opposite boundary of the BZ and a reflection by ∆q = δ c (x * 0 ) [= ±0.5 (r.l.u.) for LACO] to the opposite end of the CDW reflection mirrors (see Fig. 4 ).
The conflict frustrates the umklapp process, giving rise to strange-metal behavior.
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